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MEET THE FUTURE OF EVENT SEATING: THE
ULTIMATE FLOOR TRACK
What is it?
Ultimate Floor Track Seating is a comfortable automatic flip up seating system
that locks into a patented low profile track. This system increases capacity, comfort
and safety for indoor and outdoor concert venues.

WHAT CAN IT DO FOR YOU?
More Let Room
• Each chair gives a comfortable 19.5 inches of space per person.
• By designing our Floor Track to stand on a single leg, we have significantly
widened the access to your seat row by removing the trip hazard of the front
leg as you have in folding chairs.

MORE LEG
ROOM

SINGLE LEG DESIGN

Indoor and Outdoor Usage
• In outdoor venues the automatic tip up seat

• For indoor venues, padded covers are available to

prevents water from pooling on the seat pan- no

increase the already comfortable seats. Covers can

more last minute army of workers needed to wipe

also be used to create different ticket pricing for VIP

off folding chairs after a rain shower!

areas, etc.
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Branding Options & Seat Accessories
• Sponsorship, branding, personalization seat label options available to facilitate
any event, sponsor, guest, logo and more.
• Increased comfort and appearance by use of padded seats covers, aremrest
and cupholder addons, carpeting, aisle lighting or drapery.

MORE PROFIT IN YOUR POCKET
The system pays for itself! In most instances the Ultimate Floor Track increases
the seating capacity on your premium floor seats by a minimum of 15%. This
increases revenue on what is typically the most sought after and highest priced
tickets at a concert.

THROW AWAY YOUR FOLDING CHAIRS!
Standard folding chairs may be costing you more than you think. They
limit your seating capacity, slip and slide indoors and even sink into the
ground outside. Why are you still using them?
• Unlike conventional folding chairs where the row spacing is inconsistent
because spectators move the seats encroaching on aisles – the 30” row depth
is maintained as the chairs are locked in position using the low profile Floor
Track. This system exceeds the fire safety requirements and guarantees aisles
where entry and exit areas retain their required width and keep seat rows
uniform and straight.
• The single leg frame of the seat allows the system to be set up in 30” of row
depth. This still leaves enough space for guests to pass one another in a row.
Conventional folding chairs require a minimum of 36” of row depth and even
then it is a very tight space.
• Floor Track includes post location in the track to allow for section signage
on the seating areas. This allows guests to quickly locate their assigned seats
creating a safer, more controlled environment.
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THE BRAVO, A BETTER LUXURY SEATING SOLUTION.
What is it?
Like the Ultimate Floor Track only better! The Bravo Grid follows the same
basic principles of the floor track system: added safety, added comfort, added
seat count while also providing an ease of cleaning and maintenance. What the
Bravo Grid adds is a sleekness and high end luxury, feel perfect for performance
arts centers, arenas, and anywhere that has come to expect a comfortable and
aesthetically pleasing experience.

WHAT CAN IT DO FOR YOU?
More Comfort
• The Bravo chair is a fully upholstered high back seat that is more comfortable
than any folding chair on the market. Its ergonomic high back design provides
lumbar support and a high level of comfort while maintaining a compact
footprint making storage and transport easy.
• Available with optional tip up armrest and cup holder the Bravo Chair is the
only floor seat that provides an experience that rivals a fixed luxury or theater
style seat.
FULLY UPHOLSTERED SEAT

SINGLE LEG DESIGN

Better Style
• The new Grid system is fully finished with anodized aluminum sleds and black
legs for a contrasted appearance that fit well in any setting.
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UPGRADED TECHNOLOGY, INTRODUCING
THE GRID SYSTEM
• The new design creates an even easier and quicker install experience with a
quick glide in install system. The chairs line up straight every time and do not
move or serpentine as folding chairs tend to do.
• The Grid has a slightly deeper 32” tread which is 2” greater than our standard
floor track to accommodate the bigger and more comfortable Bravo seat,
but it still saves 4” per row when compared to the tightest of folding chairs.
• The Bravo Grid is topped off with optional drop in aisle letters as well as
interchangeable seat numbers to help ensure flexibility when installing the
seating. We are sure that after you review the Bravo Grid system you will
understand the added benefits that it can provide your facility.

INNOVATIVE GRID
STYSTEM
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